Exceed your expectation, excel in navigation
The Leon is designed to exploit the advantages of
a rear wheel drive chair for outdoor use.
It is geared for speed without compromising on
stability or control. The exceptionally narrow
wheelbase allows for agile manoeuvrability.
It is available in a range of colours that make the chair
a real eye catcher. The Leon is a superior power chair
for even the most active users.

Ultimate performance
Full suspension for extra comfort
Driving speed up to 8 (mph)
450W 4 pole motors to overcome rough terrain
Narrow 62cm overall width
Optional 70Ah batteries for extended driving range

Modular design adapts for your comfort
A variety of seating, power and colour options
are available.
The power tilt with centre of gravity shift,
power recline with shear reduction,
power elevating legrests and power seat raise
can be applied alone or with each other
depending on the users’ preference and
requirements.

Tilt

Recline

Multiple seating options

18º /20º Captain Seat

17º -19º Sling Seat

KISS Rehab Seat

Compatible with the power seat tilt
and power backrest recline systems

Compatible with the
power tilt with “centre of gravity” weight shift,
power recline with shear reduction,
power elevating legrests and
power seat raise

Options

LED lighting system
Centre mounted footboard / Vertical footrest hanger/Elevating legrest/ Stump support
Swing away controller

Specifications (sling seat)
Casing colour
17

19

* 46cm
55cm

106cm

62cm

130cm

39~51cm

5° - 25°

0° - 32°

4

Metallic Red

Kelvin Blue
50Ah x 2
70Ah x 2

F: 9
R:14

78cm

8°

6cm

6mph
8mph

* * 30Km
* * 45Km

140kg

108kg

78kg

Silver Black

* Ground to the seat pan
* * Measured on the condition of an 80kg loading
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